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Indulge your home
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The delight and simplicity of a realistic looking electric fire combined with the
extravagance of handcrafted stone – Dimplex presents the Indulgence fireplace suites.

Indulgence Suites
Create the perfect retreat in your home
with a sumptuous fireplace surround that
frames the most realistic flame-effect electric
fire in the world. Dimplex introduces the
Opti-myst® Indulgence suite.
A deceptively real looking Opti-myst® fire,
with its captivating fully three-dimensional
flame and smoke effect, is encased in
a luxurious surround handcrafted in a
choice of micro-marble or limestone.
This exclusive range of fireplace suites is
presented in three designs, with a choice
of inset or outset, and four materials to
ensure the Opti-myst® fire is the warm,
comforting centrepiece of any room.
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Select from three stunning designs:
• The graceful blend of sharp lines
and soft curve of Antigua
• The simple modernist elegance of Bali
(available with or without shelf option).
• The refined, traditional styling of Mustique
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Select installation type:
Indulgence suites support both outset or
inset installations. When opting for the
latter installation the Opti-myst® fire can
be inset into the wall, providing a sleeker
look to the Indulgence surround. Outset enables
the suite to be placed flat to the wall.
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Finally choose your material. Dimplex offers a
choice of three polished Mirco-marble materials:
• Crema Rosa, a warm mocha marble with
hints of autumnal colour playing through
its interlocking mosaic of crystals
• Creme Sion, captures the romance of the
Italian Alps with a smoky matrix of
dolomitic crystals and sparks of sharp,
bright colour throughout
• Polari, emulates the classical purity
of white Aegean marbles
• The fourth option is Portuguese Limestone.
Used for centuries, this fine grained stone brings
a cool and subtly natural finish to your fireplace.

All suites feature the same Opti-myst® fire,
which has the added benefit of flame-only
setting so you can enjoy a cosy atmosphere
on mild but dull days.

The Indulgence range is available from a selected range of retailers who will have at least one suite and a full set of surround materials to show you.
They will also be able to discuss your individual installation requirements. To find your nearest retailer, please visit www.dimplex.co.uk/indulgence.
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Antigua
A graceful blend of sharp lines and soft curves.

Features
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• Choice of four stone materials
(see page 10 for more details)
• Choice of whether to inset or outset the fireplace
• Realistic Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostat
• Remote control
• Variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat

Outset

Inset
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Antigua shown in Portuguese Limestone
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Bali shown in Polari

Bali
Simple modernist elegance.

Features
• Choice of four stone materials
(see page 10 for more details)
• Choice of whether to inset or outset the fireplace
• Available with or without shelf
• Realistic Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostat
• Remote control
• Variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat

Bali with shelf
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Mustique
Refined and traditional styling.

Features
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• Choice of four stone materials
(see page 10 for more details)
• Choice of whether to inset or outset the fireplace
• Realistic Opti-myst® flame and smoke effect
• 2kW fan heater with choice of two heat settings
• Thermostat
• Remote control
• Variable flame and smoke intensity control
• Flame effect can be used independently of heat
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Mustique shown in Crème Sion

Materials
The Indulgence range is available in four different materials to allow you to select the one that best suits your home.
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Limestone

Rosa

Polari

The materials
Limestone and marble are porous – do not put glasses or cups directly onto it as they will mark.
Natural markings (e.g. fossils, coal flecks) are always present in limestone.
To see the full set of surround materials, please visit your local Indulgence range retailer.
Details can be found at www.dimplex.co.uk/indulgence.

Sion

Technical specifications
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Installation Guidance

Inset details

This brochure is not intended as an installation guide. For safety,
products should only be installed by a suitably qualified
professional, in accordance with current regulations and the
manufacturer’s instructions. All limestone and marble fireplaces
are heavy and must be fixed by mechanical means to the structure
of the wall. It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure a strong and
lasting fix can be made. If you require further advice concerning
the installation of our products – especially where the installed
dimensions may be critical to your choice and the location of the
product – please consult the installer.

Inset fireplace requires an
opening in wall –
w 750 x h 730 x d 150mm

All dimensions in millimetres

The Dimplex Range
Dimplex offers the widest range of electric space and water heating
products in the world – nearly 700 – to meet any heating need.
In addition to this publication, we have a wide range of brochures
for both domestic and commercial applications. Please visit our
website for more information.

After Sales Service
If you require after sales service please visit www.dimplex.co.uk/support
CE Mark
Our products carry the CE mark complying with European safety standards and the European Standard for electromagnetic compatibility.
British Electrotechnical Approvals Board BEAB Approved
The mark of the British Electrotechnical Approvals Board signifies that the appliance bearing it has been produced to the stringent safety requirements for domestic electrical
appliances as laid down in BSEN60335. All Dimplex electric fires are approved by BEAB or awaiting approval at time of printing.
Specifications
Dimplex policy is one of continuous improvement; the Company therefore reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Although every care has been taken in the
reproduction of product finishes in this brochure, the colour photographs and the flame effects should be taken only as a guide. The information contained in this brochure
is correct at the time of printing. You are advised to consult your dealer before purchasing.

© Dimplex. All rights reserved. Material contained in this leaflet may not be produced in whole or in part without the prior permission of Dimplex. Dimplex is a Registered Trade Mark in the United Kingdom.
Opti-myst effects are protected by multiple worldwide patents. All the products shown in this brochure are protected by intellectual property rights owned by Dimplex or members of the Glen Dimplex Group
on an international basis. The Glen Dimplex Group of Companies will actively protect these rights.
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